2 At home
Unit goals
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Describe homes and rooms in a house
Say what chores you do
Compare things and places
Talk about plans and intentions
Discuss the future of homes
Talk about your plans for the future
Describe an ideal room

Final task

• Compare plans for dream houses

A

SA
M

PL
E

U

N

IT

D

E

C

1 Match five words to the photos.
living room
garage
bathroom

kitchen
laundry room
dining room

bedroom
garden
hall

2 In which rooms do you usually find these objects?
B

• microwave

• television

• bed

• sofa

• bath

• washing machine • wardrobe

• cooker

• chair

• fridge

• laundry basket

• armchair

• table

• toilet

• cupboard

Do you live in a house or in a flat?
17
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2 Vocabulary
Describing a bedroom

k

g

f

a

o

c
l
b

m

h

d

p

e

n
i
j

IT

N

a) Match the verbs (1-8) to the nouns
(a-h).

Example: 1. wash the dishes

PL
E

9. notice board
10. curtain
11. racket
12. desk
13. rug
14. door
15. lamp
16. window

SA
M

1. pillows
2. wardrobe
3. shelves
4. posters
5. duvets
6. computer
7. bunk beds
8. CD player

Chores in the house

b) Match the adjectives (1-5) to their
opposites (a-e).
1. neat and tidy
a. messy
2. big
b. uncomfortable
3. clean
c. modern
4. old
d. dirty
5. comfortable
e. small
c) Use some of the words in a) and b)
to say why you think this is a boy’s or a
girl’s bedroom. Start like this:

I think it’s a boy’s / girl’s bedroom
because …
Memory game. Take turns asking and
answering questions about the picture.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

U

a) Find these things in the picture.

wash
iron
feed
lay/clear
tidy
make
hoover/sweep
take out

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

the floor
your bed
your room
the pets
the rubbish
your clothes
the table
the dishes

b) Mime a house chore for your
partner to guess.

Example: A: What am I doing?
B: You’re washing the dishes.
Describe what you do or don’t do to
help in the home. Use the present and
past tenses.

Example:	I sometimes wash the
dishes. Yesterday I made my
bed. I don’t iron my clothes.

Example: A: What colour are the duvets?
B: They are green.
A: Where is the ball?
B: It’s on the bottom shelf.
18
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Reading 2
Look at the photo and the title of the quiz. What do you think a home bird is?
Take the quiz.
https://www.quiz.com/

Are you a
home bird
bird?
?
Take this quiz and find out!

IT

1. It’s Sunday afternoon. What are your plans?

a. It doesn’t smell of roses and it’s rather
messy, but it has a lot of character.
b. It’s very neat and tidy. Everything is in the correct
place, but it hasn’t got a lot of character.
c. It is a place where you sleep. You don’t spend any
time there.

PL
E

a. You say, ‘Sorry, but I’m watching The Simpsons.’
b. You jump up and run to the kitchen.
c. You suddenly decide you must go to the bathroom.

7. Describe your bedroom.

U

2. It’s dinner time. Someone in the kitchen
shouts, ‘Please come and help.’

N

a. Watch a DVD at home with the family.
b. Invite a friend to come to your house.
c. Meet some friends and go to the cinema.

3. Your great aunt and uncle are coming for
lunch tomorrow. What do you think?

SA
M

a. Great! I really like them.
b. Great! Last time they came they gave me $20.
c. Oh no! I hope they leave early. I want to go out
after lunch.

4. Your parents telephone. They are going to
be late home. It’s lunchtime and you’re very
hungry.
a. You look in the fridge and make a sandwich.
b. You cook something nice.
c. You find some biscuits and/or crisps in
the cupboard.

5. You’re going to bed. Where do you put your
dirty clothes?
a. On your bedroom floor.
b. Outside your bedroom door.
c. In the laundry basket.

6. Someone says, ‘Who’s going to take the
rubbish out?’ You say …
a. ’I did it yesterday.’
b. ‘I’m sorry, but I’ve got a lot of homework.’
c. ‘Me, it’s my turn.’

Add up your score
1.
2.
3.
4.

a=3
a=1
a=3
a=2

b=2
b=3
b=2
b=3

c=1
c=2
c=1
c=1

5. a = 1
6. a = 1
7. a = 1

b=2
b=2
b=3

c=3
c=3
c=2

Now read your results!
7 - 11 Friends are great, but your family is important, too.
Try to help more in the house.
12 - 16 You divide your time between your family and friends.
But sometimes you’re a bit lazy. Try a bit harder.
17 - 21 You really are a home bird! Go out more with your
friends – sometimes it’s fun!

Discuss.
Do you agree with the results of
your quiz? Why / Why not? Give
examples of the things you do /
don’t do to support your view.
19
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2 Grammar
Comparative and superlative form of adjectives
Comparative form

Superlative form

The yellow rug is smaller than the red rug.
The red rug is more expensive than the yellow
rug.

The yellow rug is the smallest of the three.
The blue rug is the most expensive of all.
$50

$20
$35

$2

0

9

$1

Irregular adjectives
Comparative

Superlative

better
worse

best
worst

SA
M

good
bad

PL
E

00

9
$29
KIO
NO

U

$599

$9

TRUC9
H

N

$689

$349

$7

IT

(See Grammar Reference 2, Extra Practice book, p. 6)

$399
SENY

Complete the sentences with the
superlative form of the adjectives.
1. The black lamp is
of the three. (modern)
2. The bronze lamp is

of all. (old)

3. The big desk is
of all. (comfortable)

Complete the sentences with the
comparative form of the adjectives.

4. The Seny watch is
of the three. (good)

1. The bronze lamp is
the white lamp. (old)

5. The Truch watch is

2. The black lamp is
the white lamp. (modern)

Choose a lamp, a desk and a watch
for your bedroom. Use the adjectives
in the box to explain your reasons.

3. The small desk is
the big desk. (cheap)
4. The big desk is
the small desk. (comfortable)
5. The Seny watch is
the Truch watch. (good)
6. The Truch watch is
the Seny watch. (bad)

• comfortable
• expensive
• uncomfortable

! (bad)

• cheap
• modern
• small

• nice
• big
• old

Example: I’d like to buy the white lamp.
I think it is the nicest of the
three.

20
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2
The future with going to
Study and complete the table.
Affirmative

Negative

I’m going to do it.
He’s ………… to do it.
We’re going ………… do it.

Questions

I’m not ………… to do it.
He ………… going to do it.
We aren’t going ………… do it.

………… I going to do it?
Is he going ………… do it?
………… we going to do it?

(See Grammar Reference 2, Extra Practice book, p. 6)

a) Match the verbs (1-6) to the pictures
(a-f).

a) Complete the rap.
• help
• iron

IT

• clean
• hoover

N

1. phone his friend 4. buy a CD
2. see a horror ﬁlm 5. have a swim
3. play football
6. buy an ice cream

• wash
• take

I’m going to 1
She’s the best in town,

my mum,

I’m going to 2
I fall right down.

the house till

I’m going to 3

the floor,

I’m going to

the dishes,

PL
E

U
B

SA
M

A

D

• tidy

4

I’m going to 5
exactly like she wishes.

the clothes

I’m going to 6
every single day,

out the rubbish

But I’m not going to 7
room whatever she may say.
E

my

b)
Listen and check. Then
practise the rap together.
Ask your partner questions about
what he / she’s going to do when
he / she’s 18. Use these verbs.

C

F

b) Write sentences about what the people
are going to do.

• leave home
• get a job

• go to university
• travel

Example: Are you going to leave home?

Example: A. He’s going to see a horror ﬁlm.
21
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2 Listening and Speaking

PL
E

U

N

IT

B

SA
M

A

Discuss the future of homes

Look at the pictures. Describe them.
Listen to a documentary. Put
the images in order.
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Listen again. Choose the
correct option.
1. In the future, cities are going to be
more … .
a. crowded
b. dangerous
2. Engineers are working on projects to
build cities … .
a. on islands
b. at sea

C

3. World Oceans Ship is going to have …
decks.
a. twenty-ﬁve
b. thirty-ﬁve
4. It is a project for a … .
a. cruise ship
b. city at sea
5. It is going to circle the globe every …
years.
a. two
b. three
6. All residential units are going to have … .
a. two bathrooms
b. a kitchen
7. Economy units are going to be … than
residential units.
a. more comfortable
b. smaller
8. The narrator says floating cities are … .
a. probably
b. only
going to exist
a dream

22
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2
D

Talk about your plans for the future
Listen to two friends. Tick the
topics they talk about.
a.
b.
c.
d.

e. vacations
f. home
g. getting married
h. free time

Listen again. Complete the
conversation.
JULIA: What are you going to do when
?
you ﬁnish 1
2
CARL: I’m going to
around
the world. I want to visit new
3
and learn 4
.
5
JULIA: Are you going to do a
course?
CARL: No, I’m going to work. I want to
work in a 6
.
JULIA: Really? 7
?
CARL: I don’t know. I’m going to travel,
so I’m going to choose the
8
place to live!
JULIA: And are you going to 9
?
CARL: Well, I’m probably not going to
marry until I’m 10
.

PL
E

U

N

IT

6

travel
money
work
studies

SA
M

E

Answer in your notebook. Then
compare your answers in small
groups.

1. Do you think floating cities are an
attractive place to live? Why /
Why not?
2. Are they ever going to exist? Explain
your view.
3. If sea levels rise, where do you think
people are going to live?

7

Make up a similar conversation with
your partner. Use your own ideas and
some of the topics in Exercise 5.

8

Pairwork.
Student A: turn to page 71.
Student B: turn to page 73.

23
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2 Writing
Describe an ideal room
Writing rule

My ideal room

Use adjectives to make a description
more interesting.

SA
M

PL
E

U

N

IT

• Use adjectives before nouns.
I’ve got a red sofa.
• Use adjectives after the verb to be.
The sofa is big and comfortable.

y ideal room.
m
e
b
ri
c
s
e
d
o
t
h lots
I’m going
’s very big wit s
t
I
.
m
o
ro
d
e
b
ou
It’s a
re is an enorm a rack
he
T
.
s
w
o
d
in
w
d
of
DVD player an
television and s. In front of the TV
for all my DVD ortable sofa-bed with
f
there is a com s. There is also a modern
n
lots of cushio ket lamp on it. I can sit
c
desk with a ro or use my computer when
here and study t the latest computer
o
I want. I’ve g board next to my desk.
games in a cup of posters on the walls
There are lots e bands and singers like
t
of my favouri he Sunday Drivers. There
Melendi and T ghts around the room.
are coloured li ce to be.
Brian
It’s a great pla

Read Brian’s description of his ideal
room and say why you like / don’t like it.
a) List the things in Brian’s ideal room
in the blue column.

Write a description of your ideal room.
Follow this plan.
1. Imagine the room and the objects in it.
2. Draw a plan and label it.
3. Think of an adjective to describe each
thing: comfortable chair, enormous
bed, … .
Show your description to your partner.
Find the similarities and differences.

Have you got
a website?
b) In the yellow column write the
adjectives Brian uses to describe
them.

Yes, it’s behind
the cooker.

24
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Final task 2

Compare plans
s
e
s
u
o
h
m
a
e
r
d
for
1

You are going to plan your dream house. First choose a place to live.

PL
E

U

N

IT

the mountains

2

the beach

Now tick some of the boxes in the chart.

a)

My house is going
to be:
modern

3

SA
M

the city

the forest

b)

c)

It is going
to have:

It is also going
to have:

d)

Robots are
going to:

a garden

a LED TV

hoover the floor

enormous

three or more rooms

a home theatre

make the beds

small but nice

a big kitchen

a washing machine

clean the bathrooms

comfortable

a balcony

an intelligent robot

take out the rubbish

To finish planning your dream house, make a mind map about it. Use ideas from the
chart and your imagination!
Use CmapTools to make your
mind map. Join a partner. Look
at each other’s mind maps and
compare your houses.

OR

Draw your mind map on paper. Join a
partner. Look at each other’s mind maps
and compare your houses.

25
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2 Self-assessment
Show what you can do!
Assessment scale: 1 tick (✓) = Need more practice
5 ticks (✓) = Very well
I can talk about my or other people’s
decisions and intentions.

I can name objects and rooms in a
house.

I’m going to study a lot this year.

bed

3

4

5

I can say the chores I or other people do.

I always tidy my room.

SA
M

PL
E

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

N

2

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

I can make, accept and refuse
invitations.

U

1

IT

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Would you like to come to my house?
Yes, good idea.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5

I can compare two or more things.

1

3

4

5

I can describe a room in my house.

My desk is tidier than my brother’s
desk. It’s the tidiest in the house.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2

Our kitchen is very big and it has got
lots of windows.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Now add up the total number of ticks (✓) and mark them on the scale. How well did you do?
NEED MORE PRACTICE

OK

QUITE WELL

VERY WELL

26
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6 Talents
Vocabulary

4. A(n)
plays a musical
instrument.
5. A(n)
does complicated
and sometimes dangerous gymnastics.
6. A(n)
paints pictures.
7. A(n)
creates objects that
did not exist before.

Complete the verbs.
t e I

1.

Classify the words in the box. Some
words must go in two columns.

cartoons

j

4.

d

balls

clothes

d

6.

SA
M

PL
E

Noun

5.

magic tricks

i

Verb

• sing
• musical
• designer
• artist
• draw
Adjective

invent

animals

Complete the definitions with the
words in the box.
• musician
• magician
• comedian

• artistic
• design
• imitate
• magic
• invention

IT

3.

• invent
• juggler
• cartoon
• music
• song

N

d

U

2.

I jokes

• inventor
• acrobat

• juggler
• artist

is a person who
1. A(n) magician
does magic tricks.
2. A(n)
tells jokes or is very
funny in a film.
3. A(n)
throws things into
the air and catches them again.

Circle the correct word.
1. Picasso was incredibly artist / artistic
when he was a child.
2. I would like to play an instrument but
I’m not very musician / musical.
3. I love magic / magician tricks.
4. Listen to my favourite song / sing.
5. I would like to do a course on fashion
design / designer.
6. The ballpoint pen was a great
inventor / invention.
7. Everybody likes music / musical.
8. A magician / magic has to prepare the
tricks very well.

106
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Reading
Read and listen to the text. Match the headings to the paragraphs.
a. Roman theatre

b. Shakespeare

c. Greek theatre

Theatre
1. Theatre probably began with dancers celebrating religious festivals and people
looking at them and enjoying it. But the first people to construct theatres were
the Greeks and they did this a long time ago – about 3000 years in fact. The
Greeks also wrote plays: tragedies, with sad endings, and comedies, with happy
endings. To be an actor or a writer in ancient Greece was a very important job.

U

N

IT

2. The Romans also liked the theatre and wrote different types of
plays. They liked musicals and made masks and multicoloured
clothes especially for the stage. They loved action plays with
fights and even battles with a lot of actors. These plays were very
popular with adults and children. In other countries the theatre
was popular, too.

SA
M

PL
E

3. One of these countries was England. The most famous English dramatist
was William Shakespeare. He wrote, directed and acted in more than thirty
plays when he lived in London in the 1580s and ’90s. These plays continue to
be popular and people see them in theatres in many different countries. In
Hollywood, Shakespeare’s plays are often on screen and the most glamorous
and famous actors want to act in Hamlet, Macbeth or Romeo and Juliet.

Answer the questions. Write Yes or No.
1. Did theatre begin with religious
festivals?
2. Did the Greeks like action and
adventure?
3. Did the Romans build the first
theatres?
4. Were musicals popular in the Roman
theatre?
5. Did children go to the theatre in
Rome?
6. Did Shakespeare live in the
seventeenth century?
7. Do people like his plays today?
8. Are there any Hollywood films of
Shakespeare’s plays?

Match the underlined words in the text
with the definitions.
1. stories for the theatre
2. big fights
3. person who writes plays
4. elegant and attractive
5. of many colours
6. build
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6
Grammar
Complete with the verbs in the box.
Use the infinitive of purpose.

1. A: Are you doing anything / anyone
this weekend?
B: No, I’m not doing anything /
something special.
2. A: Is there someone / something in
the classroom?
B: No, there isn’t anyone / someone.
3. A: I want to eat something / anything
nice.
B: Why don’t we go out for dinner?

• get
• become

IT

• make (x2)
• imitate

Circle the correct option.

PL
E

U

N

a) Complete with the present
continuous. Use short forms where
possible.

SA
M

1. I’m going to buy some paint and
lots of paintings.
brushes to make
2. I’m going to study art
a
professional artist.
3. I’m going to paint a copy of the Mona
Lisa
Leonardo Da Vinci.
4. I’m going to sell my paintings
money.
5. I’m going to visit museums
inspiration!
Write purposes for these actions.
1. They want to go to the shops to buy
some cheese.
2. He went to the station
3. She phoned her friend

you
1. A: What clothes
(take) to Córdoba?
B: Well, it’s only a weekend, so
I
(not / take) much.
2. A:
we
(have) the English test on Monday?
B: No, we
(not / have) it
on Monday. It’s on Wednesday.
3. A: Is Jaime in his bedroom? What
he
(do)?
B: I think he
(watch) TV.
4. A:
they
(go)
out tomorrow?
B: Yes, they
(visit) their
grandparents.
5. A:
you
(use)
your computer? I must find some
information.
B: Yes, but I
just
(chat). You can have it.

4. I’m reading the newspaper

b) Tick the conversations that refer to
the future.

5. We go to the gym

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

108
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6
Listening
Complete with the correct form of the
present simple or past simple.
1. Jenny

Listen again and answer the
questions.

PL
E

5.

He plays

IT

4.

Listen to Saul talking about his
music. What instrument does he play?

N

3.

Write questions and answers using
going to.
1. Johnny / visit / Miriam? (Alice)

SA
M

Is Johnny going to visit Miriam?
No, he isn’t going to visit Miriam. 
He’s going to visit Alice.
2. you / learn / Chinese? (Japanese)




3. your parents / see / Romeo and
Juliet? (Hamlet)




4. I / see / you / next week? (tomorrow)





1. How old is he?
2. Is he a soloist?
3. When did he start playing?

U

2.

(like) painting so she
(take) classes twice a week.
Bob’s mother
(do) acrobatics
when she
(be) young.
She
(work) in a circus for
five years.
Kevin
(go) to
music school every day? - No, he
. He
(go) twice a
week.
What
Bell
(invent)? - I think he
(invent)
the telephone.
Some years ago, I
(not / like) dancing salsa, but now
I
(love) it!

4. Does Saul write music?
5. Is he going to be a professional
musician in the future?
6. What is he going to be?
7. Is he going to play music in the future?

Listen one more time and
complete the future tenses.
1.

solo in a concert in
London next week.

2.

some music for the
orchestra to play at the Spring concert.
3. I
a professional
musician.
4. Playing the clarinet
my hobby.
5. But
music.

5. Harry / play football / in the school
team? (basketball)
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6
Writing
Match the headings in the box with the
different parts of the description.

Make notes about this picture using
the words from the box to help you.

• horrible
• figures
• sad
• soldier
• black
• grey

U

PL
E

• description of the picture
• comment about size / colours / light
• final comment
• why you like it
• name of picture and artist

N

IT

• fantastic
• strange
• flower
• fire
• enormous
• violent

SA
M

1. My favourite picture is Las Meninas by
Velázquez.
2. I like it because it’s very interesting
and has a lot of figures.
3. In the foreground there’s a dog. In the
background there is a mirror with a
reflection of the king and queen. In the
middle there are other figures: some
children and Velázquez painting.
4. It is enormous and the colours are very
dark.
5. I think it’s very beautiful.
1. name of picture and artist
2.
3.
4.
5.

• modern
• horse
• bull
• big
• white		
• different

Name of picture and artist:

Guernica, Picasso

Do you like it? Why (not)?

Description (in the foreground /
background, in the middle, on the left /
right):

A comment about the size / colours:

A final comment:

Write the description in your notebook.
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6
Self-check
3. I want to tell you
.
4. He didn’t talk to
about it.
5.
phoned. I think it was Mary.

Vocabulary
Complete the table.

magician


5


Noun
(thing)

Verb

magic

1

art

3

6

designer

7



music



——
sing

10

——
——



12

1. She travelled to Spain 
2. I come to school 
3. He went to the city centre 

6


——

Complete with words from Exercise 1.

3

SA
M

PL
E

. His
1. Renoir is my favourite
paintings are really beautiful.
2. Does he play the guitar or is he the
band’s
?
3. She likes doing
. She can
make a rabbit disappear!
4. Diana plays three instruments. She’s
very
.
5. I can
clothes and handbags.
6. What is the most important
in history? - The computer!

A comedian 
A cartoonist 
A juggler 
A magician 

Complete the sentences with the
correct option.
her bedroom next Saturday.
1. Marie
a. paints
b. painted c. is painting
2. Pay attention, everybody. Bill
a card
disappear.
a. is going b. makes
c. made
to make
3. Mozart
a lot of symphonies.
a. composes b. compose c. composed
4. She usually
classes on Thursday.
a. takes
b. is taking c. is going to
take
Make these sentences negative and
interrogative.
1.
2.
3.
4.

8

Complete with someone, something,
anyone or anything. If two words are
correct, choose one.
1. Is there
2. There isn’t

.
.
.

She likes ballet.
He told a good joke.
They are performing in the street.
He is going to be a singer.

English in use

Grammar
4

7

Describe what these people do.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Complete with the infinitive of purpose.

N

2

2





5


4


——
——
invent
8

9

11

Adjective

IT

Noun
(person)

U

1

Answer.
1. What do you usually do on Fridays?
2. What did you do last Saturday?
3. What are you doing this weekend?

in your house?
in the fridge.
111
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4 Say ‘please’!
Unit goals
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Talk about good and bad manners
Discuss customs in different cultures
Give commands and advice
Describe actions
Make polite requests
Tell an anecdote
Hold polite conversations
Write a travel brochure

Final task

• Create a culture quiz

A

SA
M

PL
E

U

N

IT

D

E

C

1 What do you think the people in the photos are doing?
Find people who are saying ‘please’, ‘thank you’, ‘hello’ and
‘I’m sorry’.

2 Think of two situations when you usually say ‘please’,
B

‘thank you’, ‘hello’ and ‘I’m sorry’. Share them with the
class.

39
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4 Vocabulary
Greeting people

b) Use adverbs from Exercise 2 a) and
verbs from the box to make four true
sentences about people you know.

Complete with the correct verb.
1

shake hands
2

3

• drive
• speak
• paint

bow

• dance
• walk
• ask

• sing
• run
• wait

Example: My brother runs very quickly.
My friend Gloria can dance
really well.

wave
4

kiss

a) Rate these examples of good and
bad manners.

6

N

hug
smile

U

5

IT

Good and bad manners

OK

Rude

Very
rude

PL
E

a. To call teachers by their
first name.
b. To point at someone.

SA
M

a. In judo, you
to show respect
to your opponent.
b. In many countries, people
when they meet someone new.
c. Gorillas and bears often
each
other.
d. Another way to say ‘goodbye’ is to
your hand.
e. People
when they are happy.
f. Children usually
their parents
to say ‘hello’ and ‘goodbye’.

Describing actions

quietly
slowly
carefully
well
patiently
politely

d. To arrive fifteen minutes
late for an appointment.
e. To use your mobile
phone in a public place.
f. To laugh loudly in a
restaurant.
g. To interrupt when people
are speaking.
h. To wait patiently for your
turn.
i. To shout in class.

b) Work in pairs. Discuss the examples
in Exercise 3 a).

a) Match opposites.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

c. To speak quietly in class.

a. impatiently
b. badly
c. loudly
d. rudely
e. quickly / fast
f. carelessly

Example: I think it’s very rude to shout
in class.

40
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Reading 4
Look at the newspaper article. Find: a) the section it appears in, b) its title and
c) its author.
TRAVEL TIPS FOR HAPPY TRIPS

Do it the local way

QUIET CARRIAGE

By Anton Weston

trains, there are quiet carriages
where travellers shouldn’t answer
mobile phone calls.
• In France, you should shake hands
when you meet someone for the
first time. Friends and relatives kiss
each other on the cheek – once on
the left and once on the right.

IT

• Imagine you are in China and you
go for dinner in someone’s home.
You eat everything on your plate
and your host gives you more. Why
is this? Because eating everything
on your plate indicates you are still
hungry and you want more!
• In Japan, you should take your shoes
off before entering someone’s home
and then leave them at the door.
This is a very old Japanese tradition
to keep homes clean. You should
remember to do it because it shows
respect to your host.
• In England, people are very polite.
They always say ‘please’, ‘thank you’
and ‘I'm sorry’. They are also very
quiet. In public places, they never
speak loudly or make a lot of noise.
This is why children are not allowed
in some restaurants. And on most

SA
M

PL
E

U

N

Are you planning a visit to a foreign
country? Some knowledge of the
native language is very important.
But that’s not all. Learning about the
local culture is important too. Here are
some examples of interesting local
customs.

Read the article. True or false?
1. In China, you should never
eat all the food on your plate.
2. In Japan, you should clean
your shoes before entering
someone’s home.
3. In England, people say
‘please’ and ‘thank you’
very frequently.
4. In England, people make a
lot of noise in restaurants.
5. In England, you shouldn’t
use your mobile phone on
quiet carriages.
6. In France, relatives kiss each
other twice.

So learn before you go to
communicate effectively and avoid
problems. And enjoy an additional
benefit – when you learn about
other cultures, you learn more about
yourself!

Work in pairs. Compare the customs in the
article with the customs in your culture.
Complete the chart.
Other cultures
In China, eating
everything on your plate
indicates you want more.

My culture
In my culture, …

Discuss.
• The title of the article is Do it the local
way. Why did the author use this title?
• “Learning about other cultures opens
your mind to new ways of doing things.”
Do you agree? Explain.
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4 Grammar
Imperative - commands and requests

Should / shouldn’t - advice

Affirmative

Affirmative

Be polite.
Please call me Jane.

You should always say ‘please’ and ‘thank
you’.

Negative

Negative

Don’t be rude.
Don’t close the door.

You shouldn’t talk with your mouth full.
Questions
Should you shake hands or bow in Japan?

(See Grammar Reference 4, Extra Practice book, p. 14)

1.
2.
3.

• forget
• do

4.
5.
6.

SA
M

your mobile off.
late to class.
you are sorry when
necessary.

respect to your teacher.
your best.
for permission to leave

the room.
7.
8.

IT

N

• say
• shout
• ask

Match the problem and the advice.

PL
E

• turn
• show
• be

(See Grammar Reference 4, Extra Practice book, p. 14)

to say ‘thank you’.
in class.

a) Work in pairs. Write four more
classroom rules.
b) Share your rules with the class.
Vote on the six most important rules.

1. I know I’m going to fail my exam
next week.
2. I’m in love with Beth but she never
looks at me.
3. I’ve got a toothache.

U

Use the verbs in the box to complete
the classroom rules. Add Don’t if
necessary.

a. You should forget her.
b. You should see a dentist.
c. Don’t worry. You should just
do your best.
Write some advice for these problems.

Example: 1. You should go to the
hairdresser’s.
1. I don’t like my hair.
2. All my friends have a mobile phone
except me.
3. My parents don’t give me enough
pocket money.
4. I don’t want to go to the party. I haven’t
got anything nice to wear.
5. I get really bored on Sundays, I don’t
know what to do.
6. The French teacher speaks so fast.
I can’t understand him.
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4
Can / could - polite requests

Adverbs of manner

Questions

Speak clearly. Listen carefully.

Can I use your mobile?
Could you open the window?

We often form adverbs from adjectives:
careful
carefully
happy
happily

Short answers
Sure. / Yes, of course.
When you say ‘no’, give a reason:
I’m sorry. It has no battery.
I’m sorry. I’m really cold.

But pay attention!
good
well
fast
fast

SA
M

• slow
• polite
• good
• clear
• happy
• careful

IT

N

Write questions and answers.

PL
E

Complete the sentences with adverbs
formed from the adjectives in the box.

(See Grammar Reference 4, Extra Practice book, p. 14)

1. I use / your camera?
sorry / it / not working well
2. you / help me?
yes / but / please wait a minute
3. you / tell me the time?
sure / 10:30
4. you / drop me at the station?
sorry / I / not going that way

U

(See Grammar Reference 4, Extra Practice book, p. 14)

Pronunciation
Polite intonation

1. When she saw the present, she smiled
.
2. My grandmother is very old. She walks
very
.
3. He speaks quickly but
so I
can understand everything he says.
4. You should drive slowly and
or you will have an accident.
5. When someone asks you a question,
you should answer
.
6. He studied hard and he did
on his geography test.

Listen and repeat.
A:

Excuse me. Could you tell me the time,
please?
B: Yes. It’s five to ten.
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4 Listening and Speaking
That cheese is old
and smelly. I should
ask Madame Monsigny
about it.

B

ls
That cheese smel
put
d
really bad. I shoul
bin.
it in the rubbish

SA
M

PL
E

U

N

IT

A

That cheese s
mells
a little bad. B
ut it’s
a delicacy her
e. I should
cook somethi
ng
nice with it!

C

Tell an anecdote

Look at the picture. What can you see?
Read the thought balloons.
Listen. What is Rita thinking?
A

B

C

Listen again. Answer the
questions.
1. Where was Rita staying?
2. What did she offer to do?
3. Was Madame Monsigny happy or
upset when she came back?
4. What was special about the cheese?
Work with a partner. Tell Rita’s story.
Rita was staying with 1 . She offered to
2
. First she 3 . Then she 4 . Next she
5
because it was smelly. When Madame
Monsigny 6 she wasn’t very 7 . The
cheese was 8 and it was 9 .

44
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4
Hold polite conversations
a)
Listen to two dialogues.
Which dialogue is formal? Which one
is informal?
b)
Listen again. Complete the
dialogues.
1. A:

, my name’s Mr Brown.
How do you do?
B: 2
do you do? I’m Emma
Jenkins.
A: Pleased to 3
you Emma.

IT

1

SA
M

PL
E

U

N

, I’m Felicity.
2. A: 4
B: Hi Felicity, I’m Paul.
A: Oh, hi Paul, 5
to meet you.
B: How are you 6
?

a) Imagine Madame Monsigny is
back, Rita is in the kitchen and the
blue cheese is still on the table. For a
happy ending, what should Rita say?
1. ‘There is some blue, smelly cheese
on the table. It’s really disgusting!’
2. ‘This cheese is old and smelly.
Put it in the rubbish bin!’
3. ‘There is a piece of smelly cheese
on the table. Can I put it in the
rubbish bin?’

a)

Listen to these dialogues.

1. A: Would you like any more to eat?
B: No thanks, I’m full.
2. A: You’re standing on my foot.
B: Oh, I’m very sorry.
3. A: Could I have a sandwich, please?
B: Yes, of course.
4. A: Do you want anything to drink?
B: No thank you, I’m fine.
b) Practise the dialogues in pairs with
polite intonation.

8

Pairwork.
Student A: turn to page 72.
Student B: turn to page 74.

b) Explain your choice.
45
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4 Writing
Write a travel brochure

Which topics does the brochure give
information about?

Read the brochure. Use these phrases
and sentences to complete it.

1. cultural events
2. weather

a. You should also bring some insect
repellent
b. there are some things you should
know
c. travel wisely
d. You shouldn’t miss the Edinburgh
festival
e. You should try ‘haggis’
f. you should go to the Highlands
g. Don’t forget to bring a raincoat

5. sport
6. local money
7. places to visit

IT

8. shopping

N

Writing rule

SA
M

PL
E

Tips to 1 … .
Scotland is a beautiful country. It has wonderful
countryside and lovely cities such as Edinburgh. To
make the most of your visit, 2 … .
Scotland doesn’t have the best weather in the world.
In winter it is cold and wet and in summer it is also
often wet. 3 … . The humidity attracts little insects
called midgets. 4 … .
Do you like to eat well? In Scotland the food is simple
but tasty. There is a lot of fish and a thick soup called
Scotch broth. 5 … . It’s a traditional dish made from a
sheep’s stomach!
There are many places to visit. If you have to choose
one place, 6 … . It is a land of natural beauty with its
high mountains, fantastic lakes, ancient forests and
old historical castles.
In the summer there are a lot of cultural events. 7 … .
It’s a fantastic arts celebration for people of all ages.

4. food

In a text giving tips for tourists:
• Write an introductory paragraph to
give general information about the
place.
• Write a paragraph for each of the
topics you want to give tips about.

U

DISCOVER SCOTLAND!

3. accommodation

To give tips:
• Use should / shouldn’t.
• Use the imperative.

You are going to write a travel
brochure.
a) Choose a place to write about.
b) Use these words to write the
introduction.
... is a beautiful / interesting / unusual
country / region. It has fantastic
countryside / beaches / mountains / rivers
and wonderful cities / towns / villages /
monuments such as … . To make the
most of your trip, there are some things
you should know.
c) Choose topics from Exercise 2 and
write the rest of the text.

46
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Final task 4

Create a culture quiz
1

a
b
c

a) Take the quiz and find out how much you know about habits round the world.

www.customsaroundtheworld.com/quiz

b
c

IT

a

SA
M

4. In which country is it rude to touch
someone on the head?
a) Iraq
b) Finland
c) Thailand

b)

a

b
c

a

b
c

Listen and check.

c) Check your score.
7-8
4-6
1-3

b
c

6. You are in a restaurant in England.
The best thing to do is …
a) to turn your mobile off or set in
a
on vibrate.
b
b) to answer calls and speak loudly.
c
c) to let your mobile ring and not answer.
7. Where is it usual for men to hug
each other?
a) Scotland
b) Turkey
c) Holland

a

8. In Saudi Arabia what should you
not serve with food?
a) Wine
b) Bread
c) Water

a

PL
E

3. Where do people sometimes sit on
the floor to eat?
a) Ireland
b) Austria
c) Japan

b
c

a

N

2. What should you say in England?
a) Tell me the way to the station.
b) What’s the way to the station?
c) Could you please tell me the way
to the station?

a

5. What do two Japanese people do
when they meet?
a) They wave to each other.
b) They bow.
c) They kiss each other.

U

1. In which country do they move the
head up and down to say ‘no’?
a) Bulgaria
b) Thailand
c) Ireland

Well done! You’re ready to travel
the world. Have a good trip!
Not bad. You can go but be very
careful you don’t offend anyone.
Sorry but you’re a danger to the
world. You should stay at home.

b
c

b
c
SEND

2

In pairs, create a culture quiz
containing eight questions about
places and habits around the world.
Go to www.surveymonkey.com and
create your quiz. Then send your
survey’s link to another pair by email
so they can take your quiz.
OR
Write your quiz on paper. Then join
another pair, exchange quizzes and
discuss the answers.
47
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4 Self-assessment
Show what you can do!
Assessment scale: 1 tick (✓) = Need more practice
5 ticks (✓) = Very well
I can talk about good and bad
manners.

I can give advice.

You should answer politely.

It is rude to shout in class.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

3

4

1

5

I can discuss customs in different
cultures.

SA
M

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1

2

3

4

5

I can give commands.

Turn off your mobile phone.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
2

3

4

4

5

Could I use your computer?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1

2

3

4

5

I can describe actions.

My father drives carefully.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1

1

3

I can make polite requests.

PL
E

In Japan, people take off their shoes
when they enter their homes.

2

N

2

U

1

IT

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2

3

4

5

5

Now add up the total number of ticks (✓) and mark them on the scale. How well did you do?
NEED MORE PRACTICE

OK

QUITE WELL

VERY WELL
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4 Say ‘please’!
es

avefro

s

ha

l
gl

e

e
sp
skis

ile

d wh

u

n

m
ts

de n

rb
owa

1. wave
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

il f

Find the verbs and write them down.

ke

Vocabulary

w

with your arms.

In Japanese films
We waved to our friends
It is polite to smile
My grandmother kisses me
Football players hug
In formal situations

SA
M

A
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

with your body.
hands to say hello.
when you’re happy.

PL
E

Match column A to column B.

4. You
5. You
6. You

N

with your hand.
your mother to

U

1. You wave
2. You
say goodbye.
3. You

IT

Complete the sentences with a verb from Exercise 1.

B
a. when she sees me.
b. when they score a goal.
c. people shake hands
when they meet.
d. people bow a lot.
e. when you say hello.
f. when the train left the
station.

Read the sentences. Look at the underlined words and write a word with opposite
meaning.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

.
Don’t speak loudly. Please speak
Does she play
? No, she plays really badly!
Don’t walk so
. Let’s walk more quickly or we’re going to be late.
Did you wait there patiently? No, I didn’t. I walked
up and down the corridor!
Does he drive carelessly? No, he doesn’t. He drives very
.
He shouted rudely at me but I answered back
.
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Reading
Read the text. Choose a title.
a. A Happy Romance
b. Hard Times
c. Impossible Love

I

N

IT

started work when I was twelve years old, as a maid in Hill house, a large mansion near my
home. First I worked in the kitchen and I never saw Lord and Lady Madderly.Then, when I was
fifteen, I became a lady’s maid to their oldest daughter, Margaret. She was sixteen so we were
more or less the same age. I brought her breakfast to her room, prepared her
bath and helped her dress. Good manners were very important at the time. I
always called her Miss and talked to her very politely. She was kind to me but
we were never friends.

PL
E

U

I had a problem when I was there and, after all these years, I still think about it.
Margaret’s brother, Henry, was a little older than me – about two years I think.
He was in love with me and wanted to marry me. We always talked happily
for hours and one day he kissed me. Margaret saw us and was very angry. She
quickly told her parents and they were very angry too.

SA
M

The next morning Henry wasn’t there and in the afternoon my father came to
take me back to my house. My parents didn’t say much about it – they were
just sad. I never saw Henry again.
Rose Kent

Choose the correct answer.

1. How old was Rose when she started
to work as a maid?
a. Twelve.
b. Sixteen.
2. What did she do when she was a lady’s
maid?
a. She helped Margaret at home.
b. She helped Margaret at work.
3. How did Margaret treat Rose?
a. She treated her kindly.
b. She treated her rudely.
4. How old was Henry?
a. Fifteen.
b. Seventeen.

5. How did Margaret feel when Henry
kissed Rose?
a. Angry.
b. Sad.
6. What did Margaret do?
a. She immediately told her parents.
b. She told her parents after some
time.
7. What happened after that?
a. Rose stopped working at Hill House.
b. Rose started working in her parents’
house.
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4
Grammar
Complete the sentences with an adverb
formed from the word in capital letters.

Complete the school rules with the
affirmative or negative imperative form
of the verbs in the box.
• chew
• be

• behave
• show

• run
• eat

• use

N
U

PL
E

respect to your teachers
1. Show
and classmates.
punctual.
2.
gum in
, drink or
3.
class.
in the corridors.
4.
well on the school buses.
5.
your mobile phone in class.
6.

IT

SCHOOL RULES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

SA
M

Match the problem with the advice.
Then complete with should or
shouldn’t.

I didn’t pass my English exam.
I always forget my books.
I find it very difficult to save money.
I often miss the school bus.
I’m really tired these days.
I’ve got a really bad cold.

a. You
your diary.
b. You
c. You
d. You
today.
e. You
money on clothes.
f. You
sleep.

write a note in
get up so late.
study more.
go to school
spend so much

1. She did her homework very
. QUICK
2. Sam didn’t do
in
Maths because he didn’t study enough.
GOOD
3. They waited
for
instructions. PATIENT
4. You should read the text
before you answer
the questions. CAREFUL
5. You shouldn’t speak
in
class. LOUD
6. During break time students don’t
speak
. QUIET
7. She took her time and did her work
. SLOW
8. The teacher was angry with Jenny
because she answered back
. RUDE
Circle the correct option.
1. She was very happy / happily when
she received the gift.
2. This rule is not clear / clearly. Can you
please tell me what it means?
3. He works careless / carelessly and
makes many mistakes.
4. You should be polite / politely when
you speak to a stranger.
5. The little boy smiled happy / happily at
the lion.
6. The hungry / hungrily lion looked at
the little boy’s ice cream.
7. The boy’s mother did not shout angry /
angrily at the boy.

try to get more
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4
Listening
For each situation, write a polite request
with can or could and a polite reply.

Listen to Joanne and
her mother, Sheila. What is the
conversation about?

N

IT

1. teachers and classrooms
2. school rules
3. birthday parties

SA
M

Listen again. Choose the
correct option.

U

PL
E

1. You are very cold.
you: Can you turn the heater on?
your mother: Sure. 
2. You need a pen.
you:
a friend:
3. You want to ask a question.
you:
your teacher:
4. You need help with your homework.
you:
your brother:
5. You want to do the exercise with a
partner.
you:
your teacher:
6. You want to know the time.
you:
a classmate:

1. Sheila … her uniform.
a. liked
b. didn’t like
2. At Sheila’s school, when a teacher
entered the classroom, all students
quickly … .
a. stood up
b. sat down
3. Sheila said students had problems
when they … in class.
a. shouted
b. talked
4. At Joanne’s school students have
problems when they … .
a. behave badly
b. talk in class
5. Joanne wants to go to … .
a. a party
b. the cinema
6. Joanne’s mother says she can go if
she … .
a. behaves well
b. does her homework
7. Joanne also wants to … .
a. sleep at Gillian’s house
b. invite Gillian to sleep at her house
97
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4
Writing
a) Put these sentences about a famous Spanish festival in the correct order.
a. Every morning people run in front of bulls through the middle
of the town to the bullring.
b. This festival is called Los Sanfermines.
c. They wear white clothes and a red scarf around their neck.
d. It is in Pamplona, in the north of Spain, from 7th – 14th July.

1

b) Now write the text.

1. wear / red scarf

PL
E

Give some advice to a friend about
Los Sanfermines.

U

N

IT

This festival is called Los Sanfermines.

You should wear a red scarf.
2. take / white clothes

SA
M

3. be careful / bulls

4. eat too much / before you run

Write about a famous festival in your region. Use these guidelines to help you.
• What is the name of the festival?
• Where and when is it?
• What do people do? (one or two things)
• Give advice to a tourist (You should / shouldn’t )
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4
Self-check
Vocabulary

Complete with should or shouldn’t.
eat much before you go to bed.
1. You
2. You
do more exercise if you want to
be healthier.
3. You
watch so much TV.
4. You
point at people.

Complete the sentences.
• shake
• wave

Complete the sentences with adverbs
formed from the words in the box.
• loud
• quick

1. Read the question
answer it.
2. You should talk

• polite
• patient

before you

SA
M

to your teachers.

3. At school it is important to behave
.
4. People should wait

5. It is impolite to laugh
place.
6. He ran

Choose the correct word.
1.
2.
3.
4.

PL
E

• good
• careful

Writing

for their turn.
in a public

IT

, it’s because you’re happy.
If you
In Britain people
hands.
In France people
two or three times.
When I say goodbye, I
my hand.
Bears sometimes
each other.
People
when they meet a king.

He’s a good / well student.
She speaks very clear / clearly.
They did their work good / well.
She waited impatient / impatiently for
an answer.
5. The little child behaved bad / badly.

N

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

• bow
• kiss

U

• smile
• hug

Write polite questions for these
answers.
1. A: 
B: Sure. Here you are.
2. A: 
B: I’m sorry. I’m using it right now.

.
?

and won the race.

English in use
Grammar
Complete the rules with the affirmative
or negative imperative form of do,
interrupt, use and speak.
1.
2.
3.
4.

your mobile phone in class.
people when they are speaking.
your work carefully.
quietly in public places.

Use your own ideas to complete the
sentences.
in class.
1. Don’t 
2. At home you should 
.
3. When you’re ill, you shouldn’t 
.
			
4. He 
carefully.
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6 Talents
Unit goals
•
•
•
•
•
•

Talk about talents

Explain the purpose of actions
Talk about the past, the present and the future
Interview a performer
Organise a school show
Describe a picture

Final task

• Carry out an interview on talents and abilities

SA

A

M
PL

E

U

N

IT

D

E

C

1 Which of these people can you see in the photos?
acrobat
musician

magician
ballet dancer

artist
singer

2 Answer
B

1. Which of these forms of art do you like?
2. Which don’t you like?
3. Which art would you like to learn? Why?
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6 Vocabulary
Talents

Word building

a) Match the words to the pictures.
• tell a joke
• juggle balls
• design clothes

Complete the tables.
Noun
(thing)
art
magic

• do a card trick
• draw a cartoon
• animals / people

3

Verb
4

invent
sing

Noun
(person)
1
2

musician
Noun
(person)
designer
5

singer

N

6

A

artistic
magic
musical

IT

Noun
(thing)
design
invention

Adjective

Pronunciation

U

B

E

F

Example: A. She’s juggling.
c) Can you do any of the activities in a)?
Can you do any other activities?

60
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music
invent

musician
invention

Listen and circle the stressed
syllable in each word.
1. magic, magician
2. design, designer
3. artist, artistic

b) Say what the people in the pictures
are doing.

Example: I can play the electric guitar.

Listen to the stress.

D

SA

C

M
PL

E

Word stress

Complete the sentences with words
from exercises 1 and 2.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

A … sings songs.
A cartoonist draws … .
A … does magic tricks.
My sister … clothes.
A comedian … jokes.
An … makes works of art.
My brother can … four balls in the air.
A … plays music.
I can … good card tricks.

23/08/11 13:44

Reading 6
Look at the man in the photo. Who is he? What do you know about him?

Wh at’ s beh ind a gen ius ?
in science. When his father gave
him a compass at the age of five,
he was fascinated by the needle
that always pointed north. He
knew that the needle was not
magic. There was an invisible force
that moved it, and Einstein was
determined to discover it.

N
U

SA

M
PL

As a child, Einstein was slow in
learning how to speak and he
did not speak fluently until
he was nine. His parents
were deeply worried, but
they also realized their son
had other talents. He was
very good at Maths and could
solve difficult mathematical
problems. He was also a
great musician who started
playing the violin when he
was only six. From a very early
age, Einstein showed an interest

were more
important
than learning
things by
heart. An
American reporter
once asked him, ‘What is
the speed of light?’ ‘I don’t know,’
he replied. ‘I never remember
information that I can easily find
in books.’

IT

As a scientist, Einstein thought
that imagination and creativity

E

Albert Einstein is, without a doubt,
th
the greatest scientist of the 20
century. His famous theory of
relativity explained some of the
mysteries of the universe and
transformed how we understand
nature and the cosmos. Today,
more than a century after his birth
in 1879, we are still exploring
his world. Now, who was Albert
Einstein? What else do we know
about him?

Einstein was a genius, but he was
also a funny, modest man. When
he moved into a new office at
work, he asked, ‘Can I have a
desk, a chair, some pens and
a large bin to throw away all
my mistakes?’ Another time,
Einstein was with his neighbour,
a five-year-old boy. They were
good friends and the boy liked
asking him questions. One day
the boy asked him, ‘Did you
go to the toilet this morning?’
Einstein laughed and said, ‘At last,
a question I can answer!’

Read the article. Tick Einstein’s talents.

Discuss.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Is there anything you
admire about Albert
Einstein? Explain.

speak fluently from an early age
solve mathematical problems
play music
learn things by heart
tell jokes
answer all kinds of questions

True or false? Find information to support your answer.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Einstein was born in the 20th century.
He showed very little interest in his father’s gift.
He thought mistakes are part of the learning process.
He didn’t have a sense of humour.
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6 Grammar
Inﬁnitive of purpose

Indeﬁnite pronouns
Affirmative

Why did he go to university?
To study physics and become a teacher.

He invented something.
He works with someone.
Negative

(See Grammar Reference 6, Extra Practice book, p. 22)

He didn’t invent anything.
He doesn’t work with anyone.

Complete the answers with the verbs
in the box. Use the infinitive.

Did he invent something / anything?
Does he work with someone / anyone?

IT

• buy

Example: Why do you want to travel?
To see the world.

(See Grammar Reference 6, Extra Practice book, p. 22)

SA

M
PL

E

1. Why do you want to travel?
the world.
2. Why do you want to work?
my own money.
3. Why did you go to the shopping centre?
a jacket.
4. Why are you phoning Jason?
‘Happy birthday!’
5. Why is he training so hard?
a marathon.

N

• say
• see

In your notebook, rewrite the sentences
using the infinitive of purpose.

Example: 1. Einstein took music lessons
to learn how to play the violin.
1. Einstein took music lessons because he
wanted to learn how to play the violin.
2. He asked for a bin because he wanted
to throw away his mistakes.
3. He told jokes because he wanted to
have fun.
4. He studied the compass because he
wanted to discover its secret.
5. He went to university because he
wanted to become a teacher.
62
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Complete with indefinite pronouns. If
two words are possible, choose one.

U

• have
• run

Questions

Example: There is something I admire
about Einstein.

1. There is
I admire about Einstein.
2. I don’t understand
!
3. Is there
in the kitchen? I can
hear a noise.
4. Did you talk to
about it?
5. I found
in my pocket.
6. I have
to tell you.
7. There isn’t
in your bag.
8. I heard the bell. Is there
at the
door?
Write past simple sentences. Complete
the blanks with indefinite pronouns.
Use the infinitive of purpose.

Example: She phoned me to tell me
something.
1. She / phone / me / tell / me / …
2. They / not / say / … / about the trip /
give / her / a surprise
3. He / go / shopping centre / buy / …
4. I / not / buy / … / save / money
5. She / go / café / meet / …

23/08/11 13:44

6
Review
Negative

Questions

Short answers

Present continuous
She’s doing a trick.

She isn’t doing a trick.

Is she doing a trick?

Present simple
He speaks clearly.

Yes, she is./ No, she
isn’t.

He doesn’t speak clearly.

Does he speak clearly?

Past simple
They went on holiday.

Yes, he does./ No, he
doesn’t.

They didn’t go on holiday.

Did they go on holiday?

Going to - future
We’re going to meet.

Yes, they did./ No, they
didn’t.

We aren’t going to meet.

Are we going to meet?

Yes, we are./ No, we
aren’t.

IT

Affirmative

N

(See Grammar Reference 6, Extra Practice book, p. 22)

E

SA

M
PL

(read) her
1. Tzu-Lee
plans for next week.
2. On Monday, she
(go)
to the club.
3. On Tuesday, she
(not / have) a test.
4.
she
(wear)
her school uniform? - Yes, she
.

Complete with the past simple.

U

a) Complete with the present
continuous.

b) Look at the sentences in a) again. In
the boxes, write ‘P’ for present and ‘F’
for future.

(learn) how to play the
1. Mozart
piano when he
(be) six.
2. In 1594, Shakespeare
(not / write)
Hamlet. He
(write) the famous
love story Romeo and Juliet.
3.
Beethoven
(play) the violin?
- No, he
. He
(play) the piano.
4. Isaac Newton
(go) to the
University of Cambridge. He
(discover) the force of gravity in 1687.
a) Write an affirmative and a negative
sentence for each picture. Use going to.

Complete with the present simple.
(like) acrobatics and she
1. Melanie
(want) to be an acrobat one day.
2. She
(go) to the gym only once a
week because she
(not / have)
much free time.
3. At the gym, she
(do) acrobatics and
she also
(learn) how to juggle balls.
4.
she
(enjoy) her lessons? - Yes,
she
!

1. he / not play football
he / play tennis
2. they / not cook dinner
they / watch TV
b) Write a question for each picture.
Use going to.
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E
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6 Listening and Speaking

Interview a performer
Listen to Part 1 of a radio
programme. Number the activities as
you hear them.
a. sit on a bench and enjoy
the sunshine
b. walk around
c. have a picnic
d. watch talented artists and
performers
e. find a quiet place to read

Listen again. Tick the words you
hear. Which artists can you see in the
picture?
• musicians
• cartoonists
• acrobats
• break dancers
• comedians

• dancers
• singers
• street statues
• jugglers

Listen one more time. Why do
artists and street performers come to
Green Park?
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6
Organise a school show
Listen to Tzu-Lee and Jack
talking about a school show. Answer.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Who is organising the school show?
What did Tzu-Lee see?
Does Jack like school shows?
Is Tzu-Lee going to do anything? What?
In the end Jack decides he is going to
do something. What is it?

IT

a) Form groups of 4-6. Decide the
details of a school show.

N

When / Where is the
show going to be?

(Jack), are you going
to do anything?
I want to do something
but I don’t know what.

SA

M
PL

E

U

Why are we going
to do it?

Listen to Part 2. True or false?
1. Kevin started juggling five years ago.
2. He got some juggling balls
for Christmas.
3. Juggling two balls with two hands
is not juggling.
4. Juggling two balls with one hand
is not juggling.
5. The juggling record is fourteen
objects.
6. He can juggle six things.

(Kate), what are
you going to do?
Why don’t you
(do a card trick)?

I don’t want to
do anything.
b) Tell the class about your school
show.

Example: We’re going to do our school
show in September to
celebrate the beginning of
spring. We’re going to do it in
the playground. Kate is going
to tell jokes. Jack doesn’t
want to do anything.
Pairwork.
Student A: turn to page 72.
Student B: turn to page 74.
65
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6 Writing
Describe a picture

Writing rule

a) Read these two descriptions.

When you describe a picture you use:
- expressions / prepositions of place
in front of, behind, next to, on, in the
foreground, in the background
- there is / there are
- the present continuous

N
U

can’t
A famous artist painted this but I
ple
peo
see
remember his name. You can
singing, people dancing, people playing
ple
instruments, people looking at the peo
ns. They
dancing. There are dancers and musicia
ring a
are in a theatre. There is a man wea
ting.
hat and coat. My mum likes this pain

Now complete the description of this
photo.

The artist Georges Seurat painted ‘The
Can-Can’.
In the foreground we can see the orch
estra.
The musicians are playing instruments. Nex
t to the
orchestra there is a man. He is wearing
a hat and
coat and he is watching the dancers. On
the stage,
behind the orchestra, there are people
dancing
the Can-Can. In the background we can
see the
lights. The colours are not very bright but
I think
it’s a beautiful painting.

SA

2

M
PL

E

1

IT

Find the expressions of place in the
description.

b) Which description:
1. repeats the word ‘people’ five times?
2. uses expressions of place?
3. tells us the name of the artist and the
painting?
4. doesn’t describe the colours?
5. tells us the opinion of the writer’s
mother?
6. organises the information logically?
7. tells us the writer’s opinion?

eil –
This is a photo of the Cirque du Sol
und
the Circus of the Sun. In the foregro
are
we can see 1… . He / She / They is /4
3
. In
2
… . In front of the … we can see …
5
are
y
the background we can see … . The 8
7
…
6
… . The colours are … . I think it’s a
photo.
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n
o
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e
i
v
r
e
t
n
i
Carry out an
1

Final task 6

talents and abilities

What are you good at? Tick what you can do.
tell jokes

do card / magic tricks

sing well

juggle balls

draw cartoons / graffiti

play an instrument

design something

imitate someone

compose music

play an instrument

invent something

do acrobatics

write stories /poems

paint pictures

speak a foreign language

dance well

perform

play a sport

PRESENT

FUTURE
What are your plans for
the future?
Are you going to become
professional? Why / Why
not?

Interview a partner about his / her talents or abilities. Use some of the questions in
Exercise 2.

SA

3

How often do you do it?
Do you take classes?
Why do you do it?
Why do you like it?

M
PL

When did you start doing it?
How old were you?
Why did you start?
Did anyone teach you?

U

PAST

N

Choose one of the activities you ticked. Then look at the timeline and use the
questions as a guide to write three paragraphs about it.

E

2

IT

other: ……………………

Form groups of three and choose a group member to interview. Use a digital camera to
make a video of the interview. Be creative! Use Open Movie Editor to edit it. Then show
your video to your classmates.
OR
Report to the class on the results of your interview.
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You need a counter

for each player and a dice

.

Describe your
bedroom.

Say what you are
doing right now.
Go back two
squares!

Give an example
of bad manners.

IT

Use ‘anyone’
in a
question.

Give an example
of good
manners.

What are you
going to
do today
after
school?

Your friend says
‘I’m really
hungry!’
What do
you say?

M
PL

E

How often do you
go out with your
friends?

Say what you
do to help
at home.

N

Name two free
time activities
you like
and say
why.

U

Break Time B

Get it right!

What did
you do
yesterday?

SA

Relax and
miss
a go!

Where were you
last weekend?

Invite a friend to
the cinema
in two
different
ways.

Name five types
of films.

Say why you
liked / didn’t
like the
last film
you saw.

What does
a comedian
do?

Use‘carefully’
in a sentence.

Describe a
dish you like
and name the
ingredients.

Name four
dairy
products.

What does
a musician
do?

Name two
talents Einstein
had.

Use ‘anything’ in a
sentence.
Name four
vegetables.
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D

Listen and complete the song.
1 Wherever you 1

You know I’ll be there
If you go 2
,
You know I’ll be there
I’ll go anywhere
So I’ll see you there
You place the 3
You know I’ll be there
You name the 4
You know I’ll be there
I’ll go anywhere
So I’ll see you there

Place of origin

California USA

Band members

Billie Joe – guitar and vocals
Mike Dirnt – bass
Tre – drums

Type of music

Punk / Alternative

Chorus

What was the band’s first name?

M
PL

.

E

A

N

Sweet Children

U

Original name

IT

by Green Day

2 I don’t 5

if you don’t mind
I’ll be there not far behind
I will dare
Keep in 6
I’ll be there for you

What nationality is the band?

.

SA

d?
How many people are there in the ban

.

What type of music do they play?

B

.

3

there’s truth
You know I’ll be there
Amongst the lies
You know I’ll be there
I’ll go anywhere
So I’ll 8
you there

7

Chorus
4 If you should 9

My phr ase boo k

You know I’ll be there
To 10
the call
You know I’ll be there
I’ll go anywhere
So I’ll see you there

Keep it in mind.
I’ll be there.
I don’t care. / I don’t mind.

Chorus

I’ll see you there.

E What does the singer say?

C Glossary
poprocks
wherever
anywhere
dare

Break Time B

Poprocks
and Coke

truth
amongst
lies

verdad

a. I’m your friend, but I don’t care.
b. I’m a good friend, but you are not.
c. I’ll help you when you need me.
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6 Self-assessment
Show what you can do!
Assessment scale: 1 tick (✓) = Need more practice
5 ticks (✓) = Very well
I can ask and answer about what
people usually do.

I can name artists and the activities
they do.

Musicians compose music.

Do you go to the gym? No, I don’t.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2

3

4

5

1

I can ask and answer about the
purpose of actions.

SA
1

2

3

4

5

Did Einstein go to school?
Yes, he did.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5

1

I can ask and answer about what
people are doing now.

4

U

M
PL

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

3

I can ask and answer about what
people did in the past.

E

Why did you go to the shops?
To buy something.

2

N

1

IT

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2

3

4

5

I can ask and answer about people’s
intentions for the future.

What are you doing?
I’m imitating someone.

What is she going to do?
She’s going to stay at home.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Now add up the total number of ticks (✓) and mark them on the scale. How well did you do?
NEED MORE PRACTICE

OK

QUITE WELL

VERY WELL
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6 Talents
Vocabulary

4. A(n)
plays a musical
instrument.
5. A(n)
does complicated
and sometimes dangerous gymnastics.
6. A(n)
paints pictures.
7. A(n)
creates objects that
did not exist before.

Complete the verbs.
t e I

1.

Classify the words in the box. Some
words must go in two columns.

cartoons

j

4.

d

balls

clothes

i

Adjective

invent

animals

Circle the correct word.

Complete the definitions with the
words in the box.
• musician
• magician
• comedian

Verb

• sing
• musical
• designer
• artist
• draw

M
PL

6.

magic tricks

SA

d

E

Noun

5.

• artistic
• design
• imitate
• magic
• invention

IT

3.

• invent
• juggler
• cartoon
• music
• song

N

d

U

2.

I jokes

• inventor
• acrobat

• juggler
• artist

is a person who
1. A(n) magician
does magic tricks.
2. A(n)
tells jokes or is very
funny in a film.
3. A(n)
throws things into
the air and catches them again.

1. Picasso was incredibly artist / artistic
when he was a child.
2. I would like to play an instrument but
I’m not very musician / musical.
3. I love magic / magician tricks.
4. Listen to my favourite song / sing.
5. I would like to do a course on fashion
design / designer.
6. The ballpoint pen was a great
inventor / invention.
7. Everybody likes music / musical.
8. A magician / magic has to prepare the
tricks very well.
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Reading
Read and listen to the text. Match the headings to the paragraphs.
b. Shakespeare

a. Roman theatre

c. Greek theatre

Theatre
1. Theatre probably began with dancers celebrating religious festivals and people
looking at them and enjoying it. But the first people to construct theatres were
the Greeks and they did this a long time ago – about 3000 years in fact. The
Greeks also wrote plays: tragedies, with sad endings, and comedies, with happy
endings. To be an actor or a writer in ancient Greece was a very important job.

U

N

IT

2. The Romans also liked the theatre and wrote different types of
plays. They liked musicals and made masks and multicoloured
clothes especially for the stage. They loved action plays with
fights and even battles with a lot of actors. These plays were very
popular with adults and children. In other countries the theatre
was popular, too.

SA

M
PL

E

3. One of these countries was England. The most famous English dramatist
was William Shakespeare. He wrote, directed and acted in more than thirty
plays when he lived in London in the 1580s and ’90s. These plays continue to
be popular and people see them in theatres in many different countries. In
Hollywood, Shakespeare’s plays are often on screen and the most glamorous
and famous actors want to act in Hamlet, Macbeth or Romeo and Juliet.

Answer the questions. Write Yes or No.
1. Did theatre begin with religious
festivals?
2. Did the Greeks like action and
adventure?
3. Did the Romans build the first
theatres?
4. Were musicals popular in the Roman
theatre?
5. Did children go to the theatre in
Rome?
6. Did Shakespeare live in the
seventeenth century?
7. Do people like his plays today?
8. Are there any Hollywood films of
Shakespeare’s plays?

Match the underlined words in the text
with the definitions.
1. stories for the theatre
2. big fights
3. person who writes plays
4. elegant and attractive
5. of many colours
6. build
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6
Grammar
Complete with the verbs in the box.
Use the infinitive of purpose.

1. A: Are you doing anything / anyone
this weekend?
B: No, I’m not doing anything /
something special.
2. A: Is there someone / something in
the classroom?
B: No, there isn’t anyone / someone.
3. A: I want to eat something / anything
nice.
B: Why don’t we go out for dinner?

• get
• become

IT

• make (x2)
• imitate

Circle the correct option.

E

U

N

a) Complete with the present
continuous. Use short forms where
possible.

SA

M
PL

1. I’m going to buy some paint and
lots of paintings.
brushes to make
2. I’m going to study art
a
professional artist.
3. I’m going to paint a copy of the Mona
Lisa
Leonardo Da Vinci.
4. I’m going to sell my paintings
money.
5. I’m going to visit museums
inspiration!
Write purposes for these actions.
1. They want to go to the shops to buy
some cheese.
2. He went to the station
3. She phoned her friend

you
1. A: What clothes
(take) to Córdoba?
B: Well, it’s only a weekend, so
I
(not / take) much.
2. A:
we
(have) the English test on Monday?
B: No, we
(not / have) it
on Monday. It’s on Wednesday.
3. A: Is Jaime in his bedroom? What
he
(do)?
B: I think he
(watch) TV.
4. A:
they
(go)
out tomorrow?
B: Yes, they
(visit) their
grandparents.
5. A:
you
(use)
your computer? I must find some
information.
B: Yes, but I
just
(chat). You can have it.

4. I’m reading the newspaper

b) Tick the conversations that refer to
the future.

5. We go to the gym

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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6
Listening
Complete with the correct form of the
present simple or past simple.
1. Jenny

5.

M
PL

Write questions and answers using
going to.
1. Johnny / visit / Miriam? (Alice)

SA

Is Johnny going to visit Miriam?
No, he isn’t going to visit Miriam. 
He’s going to visit Alice.
2. you / learn / Chinese? (Japanese)




3. your parents / see / Romeo and
Juliet? (Hamlet)




4. I / see / you / next week? (tomorrow)





IT

He plays
Listen again and answer the
questions.

N

4.

Listen to Saul talking about his
music. What instrument does he play?

1. How old is he?
2. Is he a soloist?
3. When did he start playing?

U

3.

E

2.

(like) painting so she
(take) classes twice a week.
Bob’s mother
(do) acrobatics
when she
(be) young.
She
(work) in a circus for
five years.
Kevin
(go) to
music school every day? - No, he
. He
(go) twice a
week.
What
Bell
(invent)? - I think he
(invent)
the telephone.
Some years ago, I
(not / like) dancing salsa, but now
I
(love) it!

4. Does Saul write music?
5. Is he going to be a professional
musician in the future?
6. What is he going to be?
7. Is he going to play music in the future?

Listen one more time and
complete the future tenses.
1.

solo in a concert in
London next week.

2.

some music for the
orchestra to play at the Spring concert.
3. I
a professional
musician.
4. Playing the clarinet
my hobby.
5. But
music.

5. Harry / play football / in the school
team? (basketball)
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6
Writing
Match the headings in the box with the
different parts of the description.

Make notes about this picture using
the words from the box to help you.

• horrible
• figures
• sad
• soldier
• black
• grey

M
PL

U

E

• description of the picture
• comment about size / colours / light
• final comment
• why you like it
• name of picture and artist

N

IT

• fantastic
• strange
• flower
• fire
• enormous
• violent

SA

1. My favourite picture is Las Meninas by
Velázquez.
2. I like it because it’s very interesting
and has a lot of figures.
3. In the foreground there’s a dog. In the
background there is a mirror with a
reflection of the king and queen. In the
middle there are other figures: some
children and Velázquez painting.
4. It is enormous and the colours are very
dark.
5. I think it’s very beautiful.
1. name of picture and artist
2.
3.
4.
5.

• modern
• horse
• bull
• big
• white		
• different

Name of picture and artist:

Guernica, Picasso

Do you like it? Why (not)?

Description (in the foreground /
background, in the middle, on the left /
right):

A comment about the size / colours:

A final comment:

Write the description in your notebook.

110
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6
Self-check
3. I want to tell you
.
4. He didn’t talk to
about it.
5.
phoned. I think it was Mary.

Vocabulary
Complete the table.

magician


5


Noun
(thing)

Verb

magic

1

art

3

6

designer

7



music



——
sing

10

——
——



12

1. She travelled to Spain 
2. I come to school 
3. He went to the city centre 

6


——

Complete with words from Exercise 1.

3

SA

M
PL

E

. His
1. Renoir is my favourite
paintings are really beautiful.
2. Does he play the guitar or is he the
band’s
?
3. She likes doing
. She can
make a rabbit disappear!
4. Diana plays three instruments. She’s
very
.
5. I can
clothes and handbags.
6. What is the most important
in history? - The computer!

A comedian 
A cartoonist 
A juggler 
A magician 

Complete the sentences with the
correct option.
her bedroom next Saturday.
1. Marie
a. paints
b. painted c. is painting
2. Pay attention, everybody. Bill
a card
disappear.
a. is going b. makes
c. made
to make
3. Mozart
a lot of symphonies.
a. composes b. compose c. composed
4. She usually
classes on Thursday.
a. takes
b. is taking c. is going to
take
Make these sentences negative and
interrogative.
1.
2.
3.
4.

8

Complete with someone, something,
anyone or anything. If two words are
correct, choose one.
1. Is there
2. There isn’t

.
.
.

She likes ballet.
He told a good joke.
They are performing in the street.
He is going to be a singer.

English in use

Grammar
4

7

Describe what these people do.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Complete with the infinitive of purpose.

N

2

2





5


4


——
——
invent
8

9

11

Adjective

IT

Noun
(person)

U

1

Answer.
1. What do you usually do on Fridays?
2. What did you do last Saturday?
3. What are you doing this weekend?

in your house?
in the fridge.
111
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